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How we use NetBase and 
IBM Watson
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Three R’s of success
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REIMAGINE your category
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Could a taxi company 
think of Uber?



REDEFINE your target
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How do you find a 
new segment?



REENERGIZE your brand
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How can you emulate the 
successes of these companies?
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By not looking 
inwards
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You cannot 
REIMAGINE a new category, or 

REDEFINE a new target segment, or 
REENERGIZE your brand 

by using old tools and analyzing the same 
old type of data
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We use NetBase beyond sentiment 
analysis or Word Clouds 



Buying?
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SpendEating?

Lifestyles? Life-hacks Decisions?
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We use it to develop a 
Consumer Behavior Model
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1
2

Consumer Behavior Model Insights Architecture

1
2



REIMAGINE your category
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How do your behavioral segments rank against purchasing, 
adoption, brand loyalty? What specific behaviors are actually 

driving these engagements?  
2

CATEGORY CONSUMER TYPE # DESCRIPTION

PLANNED 
CONSUMERS

HEALTH CONSCIOUS 22,943 Consumers who lead a healthy lifestyle without trying to lose weight and focus on 
having treats in moderation or healthy alternatives

FLAVOR CHASER 22,024 Consumers who always seek a specific flavor, regardless of the form in which it is 
consumed

FOODIE 15,174 Consumers who are adventurous with their food choices and always looking for 
new creations

LABEL SEEKERS 10,419 Consumers who have dietary lifestyles and restrictions that require them to look 
out treats that fit their needs

DIETER 9,776 Consumers actively looking to restrict calories and lose weight

EVENING SNACKERS 8,210 Consumers who consistently eat a treat after dinner or before bed

MACRO 6,815 Fitness-focused consumers who are looking to add beneficial nutrients to all of 
their treats

BOTH

EVERYDAY EATER 8,958 Consumers who casually eat a treat every day without any specific routine to 
when or what they have

RANDOM INDULGER 6,299 Consumers who will eat a treat once in a while when a craving hits, but have no 
consistent routine with treats 

OVER INDULGER 2,913 Consumers who can’t resist treats and eat large quantities in one sitting

UNPLANNED 
CONSUMERS ACCESS INDULGER 37,078 Consumers who will eat a treat if it is easily available to them, but don’t often 

seek one out

Created 
categories and 
subcategories 

of consumers in 
the 

confectionary 
space to 

understand 
deep 

motivations

!"
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REDEFINE your target
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When it comes to consuming tuna, we see that individuals 
tend to be highly goal-driven.

! Most are attempting to meet a particular need in their life, 
ranging from fitness goals to on-the-go snacking to eating 
on a budget

1.  Tuna consumption is driven by , not age
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! The ease with which canned/pouched tuna can be consumed sets it apart from 
other proteins. Two factors contribute to tuna’s ease of consumption:
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2. When looking at proteins, tuna stands out as a “hero” 
protein, while others play different roles

Packaging

• Tuna’s shelf life allows consumers to always be 
prepared with a protein source

• Easy open pouches allow the ability to consume 
right out of the package

Ready-to-Eat State

• Canned tuna does not need to be cooked before 
consumption

• Tuna’s ability to be eaten alone as a high protein 
snack or mixed with other ingredients to quickly 
improve the taste
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Tuna as a protein problem-solver

Opportunity
Tuna has the ability to be the 
meat of choice when facing 

problems with sticking to a diet, 
needing a convenient option or 
wanting to meal prep without 

spending the time

Target
! Non-tuna consumers
! Occasional tuna consumers
! Dieters
! Health- balance seekers

Competitors to this space
! While chicken, beef, and turkey own                                    

“versatility”, tuna is mainly                                                
competing with dried/cured meats                                       
when chasing “protein problem solver”
- Dried/cured meats, however, are high in sodium and are 

not able to be consumed in satiating volumes
! Key differentiator with tuna is that it delivers the same 

benefits as the “fresh” versions without adding bad 
ingredients, unlike jerky or other pre-prepared meats

Current Status
! Tuna is the cheap, affordable food – it is recognized as 

healthy, yet at the cost of good flavor and easy ways to 
make it enjoyable

! When time or money is not a concern, tuna falls flat 
compared to other protein sources

– While this may seem like a weakness, 
this association can be turned into a 
strength that differentiates tuna and 
takes the conversation away from 
flavor

Existing Associations
! Associations with tuna are around 

flavor and smell rather than benefits in 
packaging, portability, access 

! This focus leads tuna to be a topic among those who enjoy 
the flavor, or those who are not yet seeking the nutritional 
benefits



REENERGIZE your brand
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Consumer Conversations Analyzed 
July 2016 - July 2017 



5 FACTOR MODEL OF PERSONALTY
Big 5 or OCEAN

FIVE
THE BIG

Extraversion

Conscientiousness

Neuroticism

Openness

Agreeableness



“New Adult”:
Big Five Personality Insights

32

O       C        E        A        N 
Openness Conscientiousness Extraversion Agreeableness Neuroticism

Indicates that they 
seek out new 

experiences and 
independence

HIGH
Indicates that they 
lack discipline and 
tend to struggle to 

collaborate with 
others for advice or 

help 

LOW LOW
Indicates a tendency to be 

independent and make their own 
decisions as much as possible

Specifically, they are not likely to 
take the advice of family/friends 
for most decisions, and will turn 

towards them only for big 
decisions

LOW

When combined with 
these other traits, 

indicates that they are 
patient, relaxed and 

insightful
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"New Adult” Personality Insights: 
Most Prominent Facets

Value Self-Enhancement 

Tend to eat at affordable chain restaurants

Brand Name of Products Matter, but so does the 
Utility

Style motivates their clothing purchases

Safety is a Moderate Concern when shopping for 
Cars

Up-to-date on Pop Culture

Social Media Often Influences Purchasing

Will Make Spur of the Moment Decisions, Except 
for Big Purchases

Interested in both affordable and high-end cars

Look for Harmony, Liberty and Love in their 
environment

These consumers tend to be heavily swayed 
by the products, targeted ads and 

influencers they see on social media, which 
often drives their choices in product 

purchases. 



TARGET: The “New Adult” is a powerful segment to target because:
- Toyota can build loyalty early in their adult lives
- They actively seek the benefits that the Toyota brand offers

ATTRACT: To attract this segment, Toyota messaging must show visuals that are 
inspired by pop culture and trendy events. Specifically, they must offer 
information that crosses style with value to help “New Adults” visualize 
themselves in the car

ENGAGE: To engage this group, Toyota must provide opportunities for the 
“New Adult” to discover the functions and features of the car on a deeper level; 
what they mean in their life.
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“NEW ADULT”: 
TARGET, ATTRACT, ENGAGE
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Results 



CBM Generated New Products 
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“113’s research helped build the foundation 
insight about broken relationship of consumers 
with frozen meals. Smart Made and Devour 
were directly inspired by these insights.”
– Andrew Theil, Fmr Senior Brand Manager, R&D Frozen Meals, Kraft Heinz
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“Mocktails certainly wouldn’t have happened 
without the great insights generated by your 
team!”
– Paul Stajduhar, CMO, Oceanspray



Current 113 Customers
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Consumer Behavior Model
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1
2

Consumer Behavior Model Insights Architecture

1
2



Value Equation/Hierarchy 
Framework that determines the various elements of a product/service/brand that consumers 

consider when making a decision and the priority each element holds 
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Because these consumers are so 
comfortable with artificial sweeteners 
and sugar, sweetness is always 
achievable



Motivations
Identifying and understanding the deeper why behind consumers’ behaviors, actions, 

perceptions and choices; creating motivation-based segments when applicable 
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For Example:



Consumer Decision Tree
Data showing which actual consumption elements are taken into account when selecting a 

specific brand or product and the order in which these elements are applicable
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Various elements of the ”treat” ranked by importance to the 
consumer by treat category



Language Matrix
Framework that shows how different words and descriptors resonate with consumers within the client's 

product category, and shares recommendations on which words to use and why
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Psychographic Segmentation
Grouping of consumers by their shared personality traits, beliefs, values, attitudes, interests, lifestyles 

and other factors
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Product/Brand Perception
Overview of consumer perceptions around a specific brand/product, as well as how that perception 
differs from expectations; this is done through understanding the language that consumers use and 

their behaviors in relation to the brand/product
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their behaviors in relation to the brand/product



Competitive Landscape – Standard Competition
Evaluation and identification of consumer perceptions and feelings regarding the competitors to the 
category; competitive landscape is unique from traditional competitive analysis in its identification of 

nontraditional competitors
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Competitive Landscape – Industry Competition
Evaluation and identification of consumer perceptions and feelings regarding the competitors to the 
category; competitive landscape is unique from traditional competitive analysis in its identification of 

nontraditional competitors
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nontraditional competitors



Sentiment and Passion Analysis
Overview of sentiments regarding specific products or brands, the language nuances used to express 

that sentiment, and the reason behind their passion
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Thank You
Anupam Singh 

anupams@113industries.com
Q&A
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mailto:anupams@113industries.com


How do we do this?
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! Exclusions of Bots and Promotions
! Exclusions of irrelevant data e.g. Social Semantics (“that’s 

sweet of you” from campaigns about sugar and sweets) 

Step 1 – Data Capture
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! Split Sample Blind Analysis 
! Trend Clustering
! Connect Consumer Behavior with Product Adoption

Step 2 – Trend Identification
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! Current and Emerging Consumption Behaviors
! New Habits and Rituals
! Compensating Behaviors
! Demand Moments 

Step 3 – What are the key Behaviors?
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! “Consumers feel like losers when eating frozen food”
! “Women do not want to associate drinking cranberry juice with UTI”
! “US golfers think they can’t fit into Adidas golf shirts”
! “Chocolate is a planned consumption; not impulsive”

Step 4 – Insights derived from Consumer Behavior Model
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! What products should you innovate to drive immediate adoption
! How to position and package those products to maximize relevance, 

passion, and competitive advantage?

Step 5 – The Resulting Opportunities




